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• Review has been conducted by the IAEA Departments of

• Nuclear Safety and Security (Javier Yllera) and   

• Nuclear Energy (Vladimir Kriventsev) 

• Reference documents for the review:

• IAEA Safety Standards on NPP Design

• IAEA Safety Glossary

• IAEA Nuclear Energy Series publications and 

TECDOCs of relevance for sodium cooled fast 

reactors 

• High level review focused on the main body of the report



General Insights

• Report structured around the fulfilment of the three 

fundamental safety functions, providing recommendations 

applicable for a wide range of SFR design types is a main 

difficulty

• Guidelines are comprehensive and flexible but they may 

lack  sufficient detail in some areas.



General Comments

• Many comments are related to the use of language or terminology 

that is not standard or clear.  The document would benefit from a 

technical editorial review. 

• Revision of several IAEA safety guides of interest was not completed 

when the guidelines were developed. It is recommended that 

alignment with the new revisions of the IAEA safety guides and the 

IAEA Safety Glossary is verified and that references to IAEA Safety 

Standards and Safety Glossary are updated

• The report is generally written as a guide for design (as indicated in 

the title) but sometimes as a guide for safety assessment of the 

design. If the purpose is to cover both aspects, it should be clear  in 

the scope and be ensured that the different aspects are systematically 

covered



General Comments

• Some design requirements in IAEA SSR 2/1 or design 

criteria in GIF SDC for SFRs are formulated as 

recommendations or even as optional aspects (e.g. 

reactor shutdown) rather than providing guidance to meet 

the requirements or criteria.  

• Recommendations just about “considering”, “take into 

account” some aspects or  “been designed to behave as 

expected” are vague  or not very useful. 

Recommendations should be practical. 



General Comments

• Statements or recommendations are frequently 

formulated in relation to plant operational states and 

design  basis accidents when it appears that they should 

be also applicable to design extension conditions without 

significant core damage. 

• Some recommendations/topics seem to be misplaced, 

e.g. parts in relation to coolant under core design. 



Fuel and Core design

Some comments

• On stresses, loads, etc. Recommendations  to “take into account”. They 

should be to prevent/minimize or to withstand without damage something, 

or to have margins, etc. as applicable

• Fuel assemblies should be designed to ensure that the cladding remains 

leaktight in AOOs   or integrity in handling and storage… These are 

rather goals. Not exceeding loads and limits is necessary. 

• Any deformation of the fuel element or the fuel assembly, which could 

affect the capability for the insertion of control rods for the safe shutdown 

of the reactor, should be “avoided”. Requirement or recommendation ?



Fuel and Core design

• For DBA conditions, the permissible degree of fuel failure depends on the 

likelihood of the conditions arising and the expected radiological 

consequences. The acceptable fuel failures should be determined for the 

design by considering the capabilities of the coolant purification system 

and the allowable  radioactivity in the sodium coolant.  It seems to go 

against DiD concept and IAEA req. for DBAs

• Active reactor shutdown system: 2.2 The necessary reliability should be 

ensured through the design of the equipment by using a combination of 

measures such as: (a) to (h) . Many of the measures listed are not 

optional but required  in SSR 2/1. 

• Confusing use of the concepts of “inherent safety” , “passive system or 

feature” and “ fail-safe”.  Negative reactivity feedback mechanisms are 

understood as inherent safety features, not engineered (active or 

passive).  Use of terms such “passive feedback mechanisms”, 

“engineered passive reactivity feedback mechanisms” are nor clear. 



Cooling systems

Some comments
• Unclear differentiation of the “reactor coolant system” from “cooling 

systems”. Sometimes the singular form “system” is used. Other times the 

plural form. Coolant systems in the text have very different functions, 

including the removal of heat from “other” safety systems, or mitigating 

the “consequences” of AOOs, DBAs, and DEC. What is the “safety 

system for the coolant systems”?

• It is not clear to which cooling systems the recommendations apply. 

Some would apply only to safety systems and can be excessive for other 

type of systems. For safety systems some of the recommendations 

provided are requirements in SSR 2/1.

• Unclear recommendations for floor drainage/external flooding and 

sodium water reaction

• Recommendations on I&C: not exclusive of cooling systems. I&C doesn ’t 

function as assumed in the accident analysis.



Containment systems

Some comments

• Unclear terminology: Is containment, containment envelope and 

containment structure the same? Reactor building is other term used. 

Sometimes it is not clear if the text is about the containment itself or 

about containment systems

• Terminology in relation to external hazards and PIEs not consistent 

with IAEA.  

• Confusing language in relation to design vs. protection  against 

external hazards  is not clear. 

• Consideration of generic list of external hazards, some not relevant 

for the containment. Mixing of design and siting issues. 

• No considerations about margins for earthquakes exceeding the DBE 

(lesson form the Fukushima Daiichi accident)  and load combinations 



Thank you!


